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CHAPTER ONE
MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY IN 2012
Malaysia recorded a 5.6% growth in 2012, stronger than the 5.1% achieved in 2011. The overall
growth was driven by higher growth in domestic demand, which outweighed the negative impact
from the weak external environment.

In terms of sector performance, the services sector continued to be the key contributor to growth
with a share to GDP of 54.6% (2011:54.2%).The strong growth in the services sector, which
recorded 6.4% growth, was led by strong growth in the retail and telecommunications, finance and
insurance, and real estate and business services subsectors. The communications sector grew by
9.12% in 2012 (2011: 7.6%); finance and insurance by 7.9% (2011:6.5%), while real estate and
business services grew y 7.1% (2011: 5.5%).

The services subsector also saw an increasing number of large format stores operating in Malaysia,
including 180 foreign hypermarkets, superstores and departmental stores as at end August 2012. It
is highly anticipated that the new liberalisation of the local service sector is set to further boost the
Malaysian economy.

The manufacturing sector was stable, growing at 4.8% as compared to 4.7% in 2011. Growth was
mainly contributed by the domestic-oriented industries, which grew at 8.3% (2011: 8.2%), in
particular the construction and consumer related sectors because of higher construction activity
and consumption. However, in the first quarter of 2013, business conditions in the manufacturing
sector have deteriorated somewhat.
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The export-oriented chemicals and chemical products expanded by 8.4% (2011: 8.8%) due to
demand for plastic products and basic chemicals. External demand, particularly from Japan and
Thailand for plastic packaging materials increased during the early part of 2012. Significant gains
are expected from the Oil & Gas sector and the transformation of South Johor into an international
Oil & Gas hub.

Growth in the domestic-oriented industry sector was led by the consumer related cluster, which
grew from 1.3% in 2011 to 8.1% in 2012, mainly in transport equipment, food products and the
tobacco products. In the construction related sector, growth was sustained by the fabricated metal
products subsector which continued to register double digit growth of 18% in 2012 (2011: 23.8%).

The agriculture sector covering agriculture, forestry and fishing grew marginally by 0.8% (2011:
5.9%) largely affected by lower output in the plantation subsector, particularly oil palm and rubber.

The mining sector rebounded by 1.4% (2011: -5.7%) after experiencing seven consecutive
quarters of contraction. The sector’s performance is expected to grow, underpinned by
improvement in crude oil output and a moderate increase in natural gas. During the first seven
months of 2012, production of crude oil (including condensates) turned around by 1.9% to
577,144 barrels per day, supported by output from new oil fields and efforts to rejuvenate matured
oil fields in Peninsular Malaysia.

The construction sector posted a strong growth of 18.5% in 2012(2011:4.6%). The impressive
performance was underpinned by robust construction activity in the civil engineering and
residential subsectors. The implementation of the Economic Transformation Programme (ETP)
also provided tremendous growth opportunities for the construction industry, even though
Malaysia is in an advanced stage of physical development.
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The Malaysian labour market improved with unemployment declining to 3.0% in 2012 (2011:
3.1%).

The headline inflation rate, as measured by the annual change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI),
registered a modest growth of 1.6% in 2012. The increase was largely due to the more moderate
prices registered in the food and non-alcoholic beverages; housing, water, electricity, gas and
other fuels; miscellaneous goods and services; and transport groups. These four groups accounted
for 1.6 percentage points of the CPI growth.

Malaysia is maintaining its inflation rate forecast for 2013 at 2.5% and the unemployment
rate at 3.0%. For 2014, we expect inflation and unemployment to register 2.5% and 3.0%
respectively.

1.2 TRADE PERFORMANCE IN 2012
According to a preliminary report published by the Department of Statistics, Malaysia, total trade
for 2012 continued to surpass the one trillion Ringgit mark at RM1.31 trillion compared with
RM1.27 trillion in 2011. Exports grew by 0.6% to RM702.19 billion while imports expanded by
5.9% to RM607.36 billion, resulting in a trade surplus of RM94.82 billion, which is Malaysia’s
15th consecutive year of surplus.

Malaysia’s largest trading partner in 2012 was the People’s Republic of China (PRC), for the
fourth consecutive year. Trade with the PRC rose by 8% to RM180.61 billion. Exports declined
by 3.1% to RM88.75 billion. Imports however increased by 21.3% to RM91.86 billion. Lower
exports were due mainly to the decline in the exports of commodities. However, exports of refined
petroleum products, rubber products mainly compounded rubber as well as chemicals and
chemical products primarily carboxylic acids, anhydrides and derivatives registered increases.
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Trade with other ASEAN countries also improved, expanding by 8.2%. Malaysia also expanded
trade with Australia by 13.6%; India, 7.3%; the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 17.3%; and
Republic of Korea (ROK) 0.9%. However, trade with Japan decreased by 1%; the European
Union (EU) by 2.4%; and the United States of America(USA) by 2.8%.

Top Ten Export Destinations in 2012
Country

Export Value

Share of Total Exports (%)

(RM billion)
Singapore

95.48

13.6

PRC

88.75

12.6

Japan

82.93

11.8

USA

60.79

8.7

Thailand

37.71

5.4

Hong Kong SAR

30.07

4.3

India

29.33

4.2

Australia

29.10

4.1

Indonesia

27.62

3.9

Republic of Korea

25.30

3.6

Source : Department of Statistics, Malaysia
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Monthly Trade Performance, January 2012 – January 2013

Source: Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Exports by Major Products, January - December (2011 & 2012)

Source: Ministry of International Trade and Industry
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Exports of manufactured goods to ASEAN that increased significantly were:
•

electrical and electronic (E&E) products, namely electronics integrated circuits and storage
units for computers;

•

parts and accessories of optical instrument for inspecting semiconductor services;

•

chemical products such as pigments, paints, varnishes and related materials;

•

petroleum products;

•

processed food

•

machinery and equipment for semiconductor, food processing and construction industries.

Main imports from ASEAN were E&E products, refined petroleum products as well as chemicals
and chemical products.
Major Import Sources in 2012
Country

Import Value

Share of total imports (%)

(RM billion)
PRC

91.86

15.1

Singapore

80.48

13.3

Japan

62.39

10.3

USA

49.09

8.1

Thailand

36.31

6.0

Source : Department of Statistics, Malaysia

The PRC was the largest import source, followed by Singapore, Japan, the USA and Thailand.
These countries accounted for 52.8% of total imports.
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Import by Major Products, January – December (2011 & 2012)

Source: Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Total imports for 2012 increased by 5.9% to RM 607.36 billion. The largest category of imports
was manufactured goods, accounting for 76.2% of Malaysia’s total imports. E&E products
accounted for 28.8% of imports, followed by machinery, appliances and parts (8.7%) as well as
chemicals and chemical products (8.6%). The three main categories of imports by end use were:

•

Intermediate goods valued at RM 372.65 billion or 61.4% share of total imports,
decreased by 3.4% from 2011;

•

Capital goods valued at RM 96.61 billion or 15.9% of total imports, increased by 20.5%;
and

•

Consumption goods RM 45.78 billion or 7.5% of total imports, increased 11.6%.

Reduction in imports of intermediate goods in 2012 was mainly due to lower imports of electronic
integrated circuits. The increase in imports of capital goods was contributed by imports of aircraft,
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passenger vehicles, railway coaches, electric signaling apparatus and cellular phones. Higher
imports of consumption goods were contributed by imports of food supplements and medicaments.

1.3 INVESTMENTS
In a statement released by the Minister of International Trade and Industry on 27 February 2013,
Malaysia attracted RM 162.4 billion in investments in 2012, more than any other year despite the
uncertain global economic conditions. These investments encompassed those approved in the
manufacturing, services and primary sectors. Of the total investments approved, RM 127.6 billion
(78%) were contributed by domestic investments (DDI) and RM 34.8 billion (22%) from foreign
investments (FDI).

The investments approved were in 6,442 projects, which are expected to generate 182,841 job
opportunities. The services sector accounted for the largest share of the total potential employment
in the economy with 103,180 job opportunities or 56.4%; followed by the manufacturing sector
with 76,631 job opportunities (41.9%) and the primary sector with 3,030 employment
opportunities (1.7%).

The workforce transition in the manufacturing sector is already taking place with an increasing
proportion of employment being in more highly skilled occupations. It is also noted that of the
76,631 employment opportunities created in the manufacturing sector, 56,353 or 73.5% would be
in the managerial, technical, supervisory and skilled manpower categories.

Major sources of foreign investments were Japan (RM 2.8 billion), Saudi Arabia (RM 2.6 billion),
Singapore (RM 2.2 billion), People’s Republic of China (RM 2 billion) and Republic of Korea
(RM 1.6 billion). These five countries jointly accounted for 53.7% of total foreign investments
approved during the period.
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1.4 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR 2013
The Malaysian economy is expected to remain on a steady growth path, with an expansion of 56% in 2013. Economic activity will be anchored by the continued resilience of domestic demand,
and supported by a gradual improvement in the external sector. Private investment is expected to
remain robust, driven by capacity expansion by the domestic-oriented firms and the continued
implementation of projects with long gestation periods. Investments by the external-oriented
businesses are also expected to be higher amid the gradual improvement in external demand,
while private consumption is projected to grow at a more moderate rate in the second half of the
year, although it will continue to be well supported by sustained income growth and positive
labour market conditions. Government spending is expected to record a lower growth given the
ongoing consolidation of the Government’s fiscal position and as the role of the private sector
gains greater significance. In line with the more favourable external sector, gross exports are
projected to record a higher growth in 2013 supported by the export of manufactured products.
Gross imports are expected to moderate, in tandem with the projected trend in domestic demand.
Overall, this is expected to result in a lower negative contribution to real GDP from net exports.
As import growth continues to outpace export growth amid the continued deficit in the income
account and in current transfers, the current account surplus, while still remaining significant is
expected to narrow further in 2013.

On the supply side, all major economic sectors are expected to record continued expansion in
2013. The services and manufacturing sectors are expected to be the key contributors to overall
growth, driven by the continued resilience of domestic demand and supported by higher
international trade activity. Growth in the construction sector is projected to remain strong,
supported by the implementation of major infrastructure projects. In the commodities sector, the
growth of agriculture is expected to improve due to the higher output of crude palm oil and food
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commodities while the mining sector is expected to strengthen following the higher production of
natural gas, crude oil and condensates.

Headline inflation is expected to average 2-3% in 2013. This inflation projection takes into
account the expected higher global prices of selected food commodities and the adjustments to
domestic administered prices. Demand-driven price pressures are expected to be moderate. The
wider forecast range reflects the greater uncertainty in the external and domestic environment.

Overall, the growth prospects of the Malaysian economy will continue to be underpinned by the
strength of its fundamentals. Of importance, labour market conditions will remain favourable,
with the unemployment rate projected to remain low at 3.1% of the labor force in 2013. In
addition, the financial system continues to demonstrate resilience against the challenging external
environment, with financial intermediation expected to continue to provide strong support to
domestic economic activity. The introduction of macroprudential and other policy measures have
helped to manage the risks from the increase in household indebtedness. Malaysia’s favourable
external position is to remain intact, with international reserves at health levels and a low external
debt that is within prudent limits.

Given the challenging external environment, there, however, remain risks to the economic outlook.
The potential re-emergence of instability in the euro area and slower growth in Malaysia’s major
trading partners would affect the Malaysian economy. While pressures from global commodity
prices have receded, upside risks from non-fundamental factors, such as adverse weather
conditions and geopolitical developments, could push commodity prices higher and adversely
affect the growth prospects of economies that are major trading partners of Malaysia. Potential
upside to the domestic economy could emerge if the recovery in the advance economies turns out
to be better than expected.
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Malaysia’s strong performance in international rankings will definitely assist to support the
government’s investment promotion drives. Up to date, Malaysia has been ranked the 10th most
attractive destination for FDI (A.T. Kearney’s 2011 FDI Confidence Index) , 12th in ease of doing
business (World Bank Doing Business 2013 Report), 14th most competitive economy in overall
performance (IMD’s World Competitiveness Yearbook 2012) and 25th most competitive nation in
the world (WEF’s Global Competitiveness Report 2012-2013).

For 2013, the IMF forecasts world economy to grow by 3.5% in 2013. Malaysia’s economy is
projected to sustain growth of between 5% and 6% in 2013. The government is undertaking the
eco-system approach to promote private investments in both the manufacturing and services
sectors. Our strategy is to focus on megatrends and the development of technologically advanced
target products and applications such as artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D printing and smarted
and flexible production technology.

Weak external demand is keeping export growth subdued. Malaysia’s trade balances with other
countries are influenced by the dynamics of the global economy and depend heavily in the
performance of the economies of our trading partners.
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1.5 MALAYSIA – KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Key Economic Indicators

2012e

2013f

Population

29.3 million

29.7 million

GDP

RM743.54 billion

RM780.98 billion

GDP Growth

4.5-5.0%

4.5 - 5.5%

Per capita income

RM30,956
(USD9,890)

RM32,947
(USD10,526)

Inflation rate (CPI)

1.9%

-

Labour force

12.9 million

13.3 million

Unemployment

3.2%

3.1%

Total export (f.o.b.)

RM702.2 billion

RM740.7 billion

Total import (c.i.f.)

RM607.4 billion

RM639.9 billion

Major
Products*
(Jan-Dec 2012)

Exports

•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical and electronic products
Refined petroleum products
Palm oil
Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
Chemicals and chemical products
Crude petroleum

Major Exports Markets*
(Jan-Dec 2012)

•
•
•
•
•

People's Republic of China
Singapore
Japan
USA
Thailand

e - estimated
f - forecast

USD 1 = RM 3.13

Sources:
Bank Negara Report 2012
Economic Report 2012/2013
MATRADE Press Release: Malaysia External Trade Statistic
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CHAPTER TWO
Petrochemical Industry in Malaysia
2.1.

OVERVIEW

The industry is an important sector in Malaysia and the rapid growth of the industry is mainly
attributed to the availability of oil and gas as feedstock, a well- developed infrastructure, a strong
base of supporting services, the country's cost competitiveness, as well as Malaysia's strategic
location within ASEAN and its close proximity to major markets in the Asia Pacific Region.

The Malaysian petrochemicals industry is growing and is aided by the nation's well-developed oil
and gas sector. Malaysia has the world's 25th largest proven crude oil reserves, estimated at 4.5bn
barrels, and 12th largest proven natural gas reserves of 89 trn ft3. With a production capacity of 23
mn tpa, it is also the world's third largest producer of LNG.

A wide range of petrochemicals are produced in Malaysia, including olefins, polyolefins,
aromatics, ethylene oxide (EO), glycols, oxo-alcohols, ethoxylates, acrylic acids, phthalic
anhydride, acetic acid, styrene monomer (SM), polystyrene (PS), ethylbenzene and polyvinyl
chloride (PVC). World-scale producers of low-density polyethylene (LDPE), linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), PP, expanded polystyrene (EPS),
PVC, ABS and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resins have established plants in Malaysia,
providing a steady supply of feedstock material for the plastic industry. Natural gas and naphtha
are the two locally available basic raw materials for the petrochemical industry.

Around 39 companies are in operation in the nation's petrochemicals industry, with total
investments of about MYR 28bn (US$7.36bn). Approximately 47% of the investment is attributed
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to domestic sources and 53% to foreign investment. The US is the leading investor, accounting for
40% of the total foreign investments in the industry. Other nations investing in Malaysia's
petrochemicals sector include Japan, the UK, Germany and Taiwan.

The following factors have contributed to petrochemical industry growth in
Malaysia:
•

Increase in realized product prices and sales volumes;

•

Long-term reliability and security of gas supply;

•

Well-developed infrastructure;

•

Cost competitiveness s in the market;

Malaysia's strategic location within the ASEAN and its proximity to the major Far East markets
augurs well for its exports in the Asia Pacific region. As such, state-owned oil and gas company
Petronas and the privately owned Lotte Chemical Titan dominate the Malaysian petrochemicals
industry. Lotte Chemical Titan currently operates two of the nation's four ethylene plants and has
a production capacity of 720,000tpa, while Petronas operates the remaining two in conjunction
with BP and Japan based Idemitsu with a combined capacity of 1mn tpa. Petronas also operates a
range of downstream joint venture (JV) facilities at its Kerteh and Gebeng complexes, along with
global industry players. Lotte Chemical Titan is the second-largest polyolefins producer in South
East Asia. The company currently operates eight plants on two integrated sites in Pasir Gudang
and Tanjung Langsat, Johor.

The presence of multinational petrochemicals players, including BASF, BP, DOW Chemical,
Royal Dutch Shell, ExxonMobil, Eastman Chemical, Idemitsu, Mitsui, Toray Industries, Kaneka,
the US-based Polyplastic, Dairen Chemicals, Thirumalai and Korea based Lotte Chemical, reflects
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the nation's potential as an investment location for petrochemicals industries. A point to note is
that most of these firms work in collaboration with Petronas.

Core Products Manufactured in the Major Petrochemical Zones in Malaysia
Zone
Kertih, Terengganu

Core Products
Ethylene,
propylene,
benzene, and syngas.

Gebeng, Pahang

Propylene and syngas

Pasir Gudang-Tanjung Lnagsat, Johor

Ethylene, propylene, benzene, toluene,
xylene, and butadiene

para-xylene,

Source: MIDA
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CHAPTER THREE
Committee Reports

3.1. GENERAL MATTERS & RAW MATERIALS COMMITTEE
Recent Developments in Malaysia and its Industry Outlook in the coming years

The plastic products industry comprises various sub-sectors with many useful applications. The
plastic packaging sub-sector, covering both flexible and rigid products, remains the largest subsector and covers bags, sheet, film, hose and containers. The main production processes in this
industry are film extrusion, injection moulding, pipe and profile extrusion, blow moulding and
foam moulding. The growth of domestic downstream plastic processing activities can be attributed
to the developed petrochemical sector in Malaysia. The sector provides a steady supply of
materials to the plastic industry with world-scale resin production facilities producing
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinylchloride (PVC), polystyrene (PS), acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS), polyacetal (PA), polyester copolymers, styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) and
polybutylene terephthalate (PBT).

Growth in the Malaysian plastics industry was slower in 2012, with the industry registering a total
turnover of RM8 billion for the first six months of 2012. The weaker performance is attributable
to the prolonged European Union debt crisis, slow growth of global markets and a sluggish
domestic market. The E&E industry and automotive industry, of particular importance to the
plastics industry, experienced flat growth. Overall, industry exports rose marginally by 1.2 per
cent, from RM5 billion in the first six months of 2011 to RM5.1 billion in the first six months of
2012. Plastic product manufacturers were able to achieve the high export total turnover ratio
because they moved up the value chain to focus more on the quality of their products.
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The Malaysian plastics industry will continue to expand despite the gloomy global outlook and
strong challenges ahead. A total of 57 projects with investments of RM1.1 billion were approved
in 2012 which will provide potential employment for 3,910 persons. The packaging sub-sector
remained the leading sub-sector in 2012 with 14 projects and investments of RM186.1 million.
The majority of these projects were for the manufacture of flexible packaging, sheets, bags and
film.

A total of 34 projects were approved in the consumer and industrial sub-sectors (RM532.9
million). In addition, nine projects were approved in the E&E and automotive components subsectors with investments of RM389.9 million.

Some of the major projects approved included a new joint-venture project with investments of
RM75.5 million to manufacture flexible hose, a wholly foreign-owned project with investments of
RM287.4 million to manufacture polyimide film, a wholly Malaysian-owned project with new
investments of RM35.3 million to manufacture plastic containers, plastic sheets and plastic film.

Increased productivity and expansion in industry output over recent years have resulted in
improved export performance. Malaysia is expected to continue attracting foreign investment, but
the industry is reassessing its competitive status within the ASEAN and the 'threat' posed by
China's rapid industrial expansion. The petrochemicals industry is facing tougher market
conditions with downward pressure on product prices caused by a massive increase in capacities
in Asia and the Middle East. In order to sustain production volumes, Malaysian producers will
need to constrain feedstock costs. In the face of intensified competitiveness in the global market,
prospects for the Malaysian petrochemicals industry depend on its ability to cultivate and maintain
competitive advantages over competing nations.
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The Third Industrial Development Plan (IMP3, 2006-2020) expects further expansion in the
industry and seeks to enhance competitiveness. Development investment of MYR34bn
(US$9.99bn) will be made during the plan period compared to the MYR27.8bn (US$8.17bn)
approved under the second master plan (1996-2005). The IMP3 targeted petrochemicals exports
worth approximately MYR27.6bn (US$8.11bn) by 2015 and MYR36.7bn (US$10.79bn) by 2020.
This IMP3 plan will focus on developing Bintulu (Sarawak), Gurun (Kedah), Tanjung Pelepas
(Johor) and Labuan into new petrochemicals zones. The government plans to encourage the
private sector to invest in support facilities, infrastructure and supply services, which are
important for the development of petrochemicals zones. The investments are to be undertaken
through a consortium of JVs. This would enable the setting and sharing of the costs in building
and maintaining the facilities at competitive levels. Development of upstream and downstream
linkages is also a part of the plan. Efforts would also be made to realize the full potential of the
existing petrochemicals zones, Kerteh (Terengganu), Gebeng (Pahang) and Pasir Gudang-Tanjung
Langsat (Johor), through a systematic and coordinated approach. The plan also calls for the
construction of three new crackers by 2020. Petronas has majority stakes in two existing gas-based
crackers at Kertih, Malaysia. Lotte Titan Chemical operates the country's other cracker, at Pasir
Gudang. Two major cracker-based petrochemicals complexes are planned in Kuantan and Johor.

Meanwhile, Petronas is planning to build a US$20bn refinery and petrochemicals
complex (RAPID project) in Pengerang, southern Johor, next to Singapore. The refinery
will have throughput of 300,000b/d while the petrochemicals complex will be based on a
naphtha cracker and will be designed to produce a combined 3mn tpa of olefins capacity
(ethylene, propylene and C4 and C5 fractions). The Petronas project is currently in a
feasibility study phase and production is slated to begin in late 2016. The RAPID complex
is anticipated to have plants making differentiated and highly specialized chemicals
including

other

types

of

petrochemical

as

well

as

polymers.
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3.2. POLYOLEFINS COMMITTEE

Malaysia was a net exporter of polyolefin products for the last four years ending in 2012. The
major export destinations were China (including Hong Kong), and countries in the South East
Asia region and India Sub-Continent.

However, due to Petronas subsidiary Polypropylene

Malaysia mothballing its 80,000 tons/year PP plant in Kuantan, Malaysia at the end of December
2012 and capacity reduction at the second producer Lotte Chemical Titan from 480 to 4000 kta in
2013 Malaysia is likely to become net polyolefins importer.

Indeed, Lotte Chemical Titan will have the only active PP capacity in Malaysia until Petronas
brings its new RAPID petrochemical project on-line. Lotte Chemical Titan total PP capacity now
stands at 400,000 tons/year. Petronas’ new RAPID project will house a 300,000 barrels/day
refinery, a naphtha cracker with a combined olefins capacity of 3 million tons/year as well as other
petrochemical and polymer units.

POLYOLEFINS (kta)
Supply

Demand

2009

2010

2011E

2012E

2013F

Production

1421

1457

1487

1513

1393

Import

566

582

641

649

705

Total

1987

2039

2128

2162

2098

Domestic

1240

1270

1350

1390

1446

Export

740

765

778

772

652

Total

1980

2035

2128

2162

2098

NET

174

183

137

123

-53

Despite a gloomy macroeconomic environment, Malaysia’s economy continued to grow in 2012,
staying on track to meet the objectives of the Economic Transformation Programme. While the
external economic environment continued to be challenging, the Malaysian economy maintained
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its growth in 2012. Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew 5.6 per cent in 2012, 0.5% higher
than the growth of 5.1% in 2011.

Malaysia’s economy remains affected by the unresolved Euro debt crisis which has dampened
demand from countries within the Euro zone. The domestic polyolefin demand in 2012 was
growing at around 6% in line with the positive growth rate of GDP. In 2013, the Malaysia
economy is projected to grow by 5% to 6% and the domestic polyolefin demand is expected to
grow moderately to 1,450 KMT from 1,390 KMT in 2012 as Euro zone economy is expected to
continue struggling throughout 2013 which will be affecting demand for polymers. There will be
no capacity expansion or addition in 2013 for polyolefin products.
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3.2.1 PE

The PE market in Southeast Asia had been on a downward trend at the end of 2011, but this trend
reversed itself in January 2012. Prices moved upward until the start of April, though LDPE
prices suffered from much volatility during the period. LDPE prices reached a peak for the
year at $1563/ton CFR SEA basis at the end of March. The month of April saw LDPE prices
turn down again while LLDPE and HDPE prices were more or less steady. Starting in May, PE
prices fell continuously through to July for LDPE and HDPE. The exception was LLDPE, which
started to move up again in mid-June after having traded below the other PE products since the
start of the year. During this period, LLDPE import prices caught up to HDPE and LDPE levels
and prices for the three products traded very near each other for the remainder of the year. In July,
prices for all PE products started to climb again and this would continue until the start of October.
A week long holiday celebrated in China during the first week of October caused some softening
on price levels, but at the beginning of November, prices were again rising. The overall trend
remained on an increasing path through to the end of the year.

In Southeast Asia, pessimism reigned at the start of 2012. Sellers commented that they did not
expect demand to do well in January considering the Chinese New Year holidays being celebrated
that month.

In Vietnam, sellers complained that a new tax on thin plastic bags was also

dampening demand. In fact, Malaysian producers introduced decreases of $44-104/ton on their
January cargoes before the month began. Import LDPE and LLDPE prices in the region were also
lower in the first week of January, though HDPE was mainly flat. The trend turned in the
second week, however, as energy costs were rising and PE prices were up in China. Taking
their cue from the Chinese market, sellers in Southeast Asia raised prices. Producers also
noted that margins on PE were too thin considering the cost of ethylene. At month’s end, the
average LLDPE price was up $114/ton compared to the start of the month. HDPE was up $79/ton
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and LDPE up by $56/ton, but LDPE moved lower in the last week of January, in contrast to the
other PE products.

In February, PE prices moved higher in line with the global trend and rising spot ethylene costs.
Import PE prices were announced higher for the month. In Malaysia, domestic producers raised
prices $20-66/ton and in Indonesia, by $10-30/ton. Prices rose again in Indonesia in the second
week by $20-70/ton because of production problems which caused supply to tighten. In Vietnam,
players were complaining that demand was slow since the government had yet to clarify the
new tax on PE bags. Before the month ended, March prices were already being announced with
significant increases of up to $100/ton, causing market levels to rise further. Overall, spot ethylene
prices rose around $80/ton over the course of the month. The average import LLDPE price was
up $53/ton compared to the start of the month. HDPE was up $33/ton at the end of the month.
LDPE was also up $20/ton by month’s end, but did not enjoy a straight upward trend as it saw
dips and turns throughout February.

March offers were announced higher as the market level continued to be supported by costs,
limited regional supply, and a rally in China’s PE market. Though re-export offers were heard
in February from China, the threat lessened in March when prices moved higher in that country.
Initial Southeast Asian offers were made at the end of February with increases of $100-110/ton.
Malaysian producers raised prices $99-135/ton and in Indonesia, producers raised prices by $2030/ton. Indonesian supplies were still considered tight and continued to move up. Similarly, in
India, supplies were considered tight and producers made cumulative increases of $100-139/ton
over the month. In the second half of the month, demand began to recede as prices had been
continuously rising. This was most noticeable on import LLDPE prices which jumped higher at
the start of the month then were steady. HDPE also started slightly higher at the beginning of the
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month and then stabilized. LDPE prices, on the contrary, rose throughout the month to reach a
peak for the year at an average price of $1563/ton CIF SEA basis.

At the beginning of April, large increases were initially sought on import PE prices, but they were
quickly revised lower as the Chinese market was wavering and re-export offers were heard out of
the country. Local Malaysian PE prices were revised higher by $68-99/ton and local Indonesian
offers by $60-70/ton at the start. Demand was considered to be normal, but buyers were not
purchasing more than their needs because of the high prices. Overall local supplies were
considered on the tight side, particularly for LLDPE. However, as the month progressed,
market sentiment began to soften. In India, a distributor reported purchasing re-export Iranian
cargoes out of China at prices well below the prevailing import levels. Supplies began to loosen at
month’s end as PE plants were restarting and the Chinese market became more bearish. LLDPE
supply had been relatively tight and prices for this product settled at the end of the month higher
by around $10/ton on average. HDPE prices were mainly flat, but the average LDPE import price
came down by around $20/ton.
Price announcements for May were made with decreases from April levels. The tightness in
supply was easing and buyers had been postponing purchases near the end of April to wait for
May cargoes, which softened normal demand. In the local market in Malaysia, HDPE and LDPE
prices were initially reduced by around $33/ton, while LLDPE rolled over. In Indonesia,
distributors began offering PE at prices that were up to $100/ton below producers’ prices and in
the Philippines, prices were lowered by $52/ton. The Vietnamese market was also lower, feeling
pressure from China. Costs were also not supportive of the market during the month. By the
middle of the month, naphtha prices came to their lowest level since early January. A steep fall
was recorded in crude oil prices in the middle of the month and crude continued to move lower,
reaching below $90/bbl for the first time since October 2011. Spot ethylene prices fell by
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month’s end by $340/ton compared to the start of the month. At the end of May, the average
import LLDPE price came down $213/ton, HDPE by $166/ton and LDPE by $174/ton.

The month of June began on a stable note for most of the PE products, but the trend was mainly
for softer prices since buying interest was very limited. The plunging price levels in May had
pushed buyers out of the market to wait and spot ethylene continued to move down over the
first half of the month. Trading activity was subdued in June as a result. Local Malaysian PE
prices were declared $38-44/ton lower and in Indonesia, they were down by $20-40/ton. Spot
ethylene prices moved up in the last week of the month, but were down by $40/ton compared to
the start of the month. The average LLDPE import price fell by $31/ton, HDPE by $35/ton and
LDPE by $52/ton compared to the start of the month.
The PE market turned around in July as costs began to rise and sellers gained confidence.
Buyers also returned to the market this month to take advantage of the prices before
increases were implemented. An Indonesian producer reported initially lowering prices by
$70/ton but then retracted the decision and offered decreases of $40/ton instead. By the second
week, Indonesian materials had risen by $40-70/ton. In Malaysia, domestic prices were also
raised by $32-95/ton and in Thailand by $32-64/ton. In Vietnam, players remarked that they were
surprised by how rapidly prices in the local market moved higher. Local prices in Indonesia and in
India moved higher again after mid-month. Strong demand was spurred on by rising spot ethylene
costs, which rose $60/ton in the first week, $50/ton in the second week, $60/ton in the third week
and then by another $20/ton in the following two weeks. August price announcements also began
to be heard before July ended and producers were taking a firmer stance. The average import
LLDPE price ended the month higher by $31/ton, HDPE by $43/ton and LDPE by $37/ton
compared to the start of the month.
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In August, initial price announcements for PE were made higher both for imports and local
materials. Demand had been good at the end of July and early August in preparation for the
Ramadan holiday which was to be celebrated in some of the region’s countries. However,
demand slowed over the month as some converters reduced operating rates due to the
holiday. Plus, flooding in the Philippines, and the rainy season in Thailand dampened
demand. Nevertheless, PE prices strengthened during the month as spot ethylene rose by $70/ton
in the middle of August following two weeks of steady prices. In the second half of the month,
producers were being prompted to raise prices for September based on costs and hopes that
demand would revive after Ramadan. Following the holiday, local prices were raised by $50/ton
in Indonesia, by $13-48/ton in Malaysia and by $32-48/ton in Thailand. Overall, the average
import PE price was up $20-35/ton compared to the start of August.

PE prices jumped higher at the start of September. The average LDPE import price saw the largest
jump at plus $39/ton, HDPE and LLDPE saw smaller increases at plus $8-13/ton. Spot ethylene
had soared $70/ton in the first week of the month. Following the first week, spot ethylene prices
began to move lower. However, reports of economic stimulus in the US coming from the
Federal Reserve, plus a rising Chinese market, kept PE price levels up. Demand was not
considered to be very strong during the month since most players were uncertain of the October
outlook. Nevertheless, import PE prices settled at the end of the month at higher levels than they
had begun by around $30-40/ton on average.

Producers initially attempted higher prices at the start of October, blaming the need to recover
their margins, though costs were lower. However, a week long holiday in China in the first
week of the month and volatile crude oil costs put buyers in Southeast Asia into a wait-andsee mood. Indian producers lowered prices at the beginning of the month by $38-56/ton due to the
appreciating rupee. In Malaysia, converters reported operating at lower rates. By mid-month, local
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prices in regional markets were moving lower in accordance with falling import prices. Before
the month ended, November prices were being announced with significant declines from October
levels. By the end of October, the average PE import price was down around $45-48/ton.
In November, import PE prices gained a slight push from news at the end of October that
Iran had banned exports of PE from the country. The news caused sellers to the Chinese
market to attempt price increases in the first week of the month as Iran was a major
supplier to China. This situation also influenced sellers’ attitude towards Southeast Asia in the
first half of the month. Local prices, however, were mostly lower on sluggish demand. Local
prices in Malaysia fell around $52/ton and in Indonesia by $20/ton. Other local markets were also
stable to softer, though demand reportedly improved in Thailand and the Philippines after the
price decreases. The exception was India where producers raised prices by $19-47/ton. In the
middle of the month, import prices were raised, but buyers maintained their bearish outlooks. The
average LLDPE import price ended the month at the same level it began. The average HDPE price
was slightly higher by $19/ton and LDPE by $8/ton.

For the month of December, Middle Eastern producers initially announced rollovers on their PE
prices to Southeast Asia. Similarly, local prices in Malaysia were rolled over and in Indonesia,
LLDPE prices were unchanged while HDPE prices were raised by only $10/ton. Similar to
November, the exception was in India where producers raised prices by $18-27/on. By the second
week of the month, the mood shifted as spot ethylene prices soared $100/ton in a week.
Global sentiment was stronger, including in the Chinese market. Prices in local markets were
mainly stable to slightly firmer on lackluster demand, but import prices moved higher with the
rising energy costs. At the end of December, the average PE import price was up around $2040/ton compared to the start of the month.
At the end of 2012, Southeast Asia’s PE market was on a rising trend, pushed higher by the cost
side and a firm market in China. Several Middle East producers were also set to conduct
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maintenance in the first part of 2013, which contributed to the bullish outlook for the start of the
new year.

3.2.1 LDPE
LDPE (kta)
Supply

Demand

2009

2010

2011E

2012E

2013F

Production

438

458

474

475

475

Import

15

14

17

18

18

Total

453

472

491

493

493

Domestic

125

130

130

133

133

Export

321

340

361

360

360

Total

446

470

491

493

493
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3.2.2 LLDPE
LLDPE (kta)
Supply

Demand

2009

2010

2011E

2012E

2013F

Production

70

74

76

78

78

Import

279

300

324

336

372

Total

349

374

400

414

450

Domestic

345

370

400

414

450

Export

4

4

0

0

0

Total

349

374

400

414

450
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3.2.3 HDPE
HDPE (kta)
Supply

Demand

2009

2010

2011E

2012E

2013F

Production

480

490

481

490

490

Import

182

170

193

190

190

Total

662

660

674

680

680

Domestic

430

420

450

463

463

Export

232

237

224

217

217

Total

662

657

674

680

680
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3.2.2 PP
PP (kta)
Supply

Demand

2009

2010

2011E

2012E

2013F

Production

433

435

456

470

350

Import

90

98

107

105

125

Total

523

533

563

575

475

Domestic

340

350

370

380

400

Export

183

184

193

195

75

Total

523

534

563

575

475

The year 2012 brought a reversal to the downward trend in PP prices in Southeast Asia
that had been in place at the end of 2011. Import prices to the region would continue to
rise through April, when the year’s peak was reached at an average price of
$1556/ton CFR SEA basis, cash equivalent basis not including customs duties. A long
declining trend then set in by mid-April, which lasted until the end of June. At the start of
July, import PP prices rose again rather steadily until the last weeks of September. In
October, prices moved downward, encouraged initially by a week long holiday in the first
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week of October in China. By the end of October, though, the price trend reversed once
again and prices moved slowly upward until year-end.

Local PP prices started the first week of 2012 on a softer note due to sluggish demand and
lower import offers. Malaysian and Indonesian producers issued decreases ranging
between $35-95/ton on US dollar basis for homo-PP when compared to their most recent
December levels. In the second week of January, import PP prices moved upward by
$20/ton for homo PP raffia and injection in line with firmer propylene costs. Local
markets, on the other hand, continued to track a stable to softer trend as demand remained
discouraging outside of Thailand. The import market witnessed additional gains despite
sluggish trading activities ahead of the Chinese New Year holiday. At the end of the
month, spot propylene prices stood almost $200/ton above the early January levels,
leaving most non-integrated PP producers operating well below their theoretical
breakeven levels.

Import PP prices carried their upward momentum over to February as strong propylene
costs as well as rising regional trends pushed sellers to raise their prices. Demand
improved following the holidays but buyers were cautious about making new purchases
given their comfortable supply. Local PP prices moved higher, tracking the bullish trend
in imports. Malaysian and Indonesian producers’ total February hikes amounted to
$100-140/ton on dollar terms by the second half of the month. Following the rapid
increases seen in the first few weeks after the Chinese New Year holiday, PP prices
started to show signs of stabilizing as demand from China was slower than expected and
buyers started to show greater resistance following the notable increases.
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Indian and Malaysian producers opened March with increases ranging between $4157/ton on dollar terms on the back of firmer regional trends and higher upstream
costs. Import PP prices moved higher as well, supported by improved demand and strong
spot propylene prices. A mostly firm trend remained in place in the region’s local markets
as producers claimed to have limited availability. Despite the domestic producers’ price
hikes, converters in Indonesia reported receiving offers for locally-held material from the
distribution market at prices well below the producer price level. Demand was normal
towards the end of the month and the region started to attract re-export offers from China,
where buying interest was discouraging.

The region’s local PP markets witnessed a new round of hikes in April. Malaysian
producers revealed their initial prices with increases of $85/ton and Indian producers
raised their prices by $58/ton effective as of April 1. Meanwhile, domestic producers in
Indonesia issued relatively smaller hikes of $10-40/ton over March. Despite steady
demand, trading volumes were limited due to several holidays in the region. Players
in the Philippines and Singapore were away from their desks on April 6 for the Good
Friday and Easter holidays. Thailand celebrated the Songkran, or Thai New Year,
holidays between April 13 and April 17. Players in Vietnam were away from their desks
on April 30 and May 1 for Reunification Day and Labor Day, respectively. Players in
Malaysia were absent from the market on April 11 to celebrate the installation of a new
king. At the end of the month, PP prices were mostly stable while local supply concerns
eased in Indonesia and Malaysia and spot propylene prices on an FOB Korea basis
recorded a weekly drop of $40/ton.
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Sentiment turned bearish in May, with many sellers conceding to discounts due to
sluggish demand and weaker upstream costs. In the first week of the month, the drop in
NYMEX June crude futures exceeded $8/barrel when compared to early May. Spot
naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis posted a weekly drop of $75/ton to reach their
lowest levels since early January. Tracking the bearish trend in upstream markets, the
high end of the import PP range slumped by $145/ton, weighing down local prices, which
had started the month on a stable to slightly softer note. PP prices witnessed incremental
decreases both in the import and local markets for the remainder of the month as steadily
declining upstream costs and stiff resistance on the part of buyers continued to put sellers
under pressure to reduce their offers. The market closed the month of May on a bearish
note with spot propylene prices on an FOB Korea basis plunging around $210/ton
compared to early May.

June was a stagnant month in terms of trading activities since buyers continued to
stick to the sidelines after observing the slump in upstream markets. Crude oil prices
on the NYMEX were down nearly $7/barrel from end-May levels while spot naphtha
prices on a CFR Japan basis plunged nearly $110/ton to reach their lowest level in the past
twenty months. Meanwhile, in the region’s local markets, prices were stable to slightly
softer, except in Thailand, where a few producers tried to raise their prices to the local
market. Import offers were more or less stable as well despite widespread decrease
expectations on the buyers’ side.

Sentiment was mixed at the beginning of July. Prices moved lower in Indonesia, Malaysia
and India due to slower than expected demand while higher upstream costs and improved
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buying interest in China caused anticipations of firmer prices among sellers in Thailand
and Vietnam. Following the mixed outlook in the first week of the month, import homoPP prices moved upward by $20-50/ton, pushing up local prices in Indonesia and
Thailand. Although the rally in China’s PP market lost steam in the middle of the
month due to a lack of support from the demand side, Southeast Asia’s PP market
retained strength on the back of healthy buying interest in the region. In addition,
spot naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis indicated increases of $110/ton with respect to
the start of July despite moving lower towards the end of the month. Spot propylene
prices, on the other hand, stood only $10/ton above early July levels after previous gains
were erased later in the month.

Trading activities were limited in August due to the rainy season in Thailand and the
Philippines as well as the Ramadan holidays in Indonesia and Malaysia. PP prices
held largely steady both in import and local markets. Restrictions on the movement of
heavy trucks on Malaysia’s and Indonesia’s highways took effect in the second half of the
month and remained in place until after the holidays. Trading activities remained muted
until the end of the month as many players in Indonesia and Malaysia were still away
from their desks on extended holidays.

Import PP prices tracked a stable to firmer trend at the beginning of September. Local
prices were also steady to slightly higher as some sellers pushed up their local prices
in response to rising upstream costs and firmer import prices. Demand was said to be
lackluster outside of Vietnam earlier in September but buying interest picked up in the
second half of the month. Sellers took a firm stance on their prices given the significant
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increases witnessed in China’s PP prices as well as strong feedstock costs. Meanwhile,
crude oil prices on the NYMEX posted a cumulative decrease of over $6/barrel on the last
week of the month while spot propylene prices softened by $10/ton on an FOB South
Korea basis.

A weak opening following the National Day holiday in China combined with softer
upstream costs weighed down sentiment in Southeast Asia’s import PP market in October.
Local PP prices were facing downward pressure as well due to widespread resistance on
the part of buyers as well as bearish sentiment in other regional markets. Domestic
producers in India lowered their PP prices by a cumulative total of $87-97/ton. In
Thailand, local PP prices dropped $65/ton on dollar terms in the second half of
October. Players in Indonesia and Vietnam also reported receiving lower offers from
domestic producers. Import PP prices declined further towards the end of the month as
more sellers conceded to additional discounts in order to speed up their sales.

At the beginning of November, PP prices were stable to slightly softer but offers on the
low end of the overall import range became increasingly scarce. The market shifted
direction in the second week of the month as an up-tick in the Chinese PP market
encouraged sellers to take a firmer stance on their prices. Import homo-PP injection and
raffia prices posted weekly increases of $20-50/ton. However, the upward movement was
short-lived since PP prices showed signs of stabilizing after firming sentiment faded from
the Chinese market. In upstream markets, spot propylene prices posted a $40/ton fall
when compared to the start of November and some cracker operators located in
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Taiwan, South Korea and Japan were mulling over reducing their operating rates
given their low margins.

Domestic producers rolled over their prices for December in Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand. Trading activities were muted as most buyers were cautious about making
purchases ahead of the year end bookkeeping period. However, import homo-PP injection
and raffia prices gained $20-30/ton in the second half of the month while local prices
were more or less stable in the region. Meanwhile, distributors in Thailand reported
receiving offers from domestic producers with increases of $33/ton on dollar terms.
Thailand’s distribution market levels stood below producers’ list prices as buyers
continued to limit their purchases to a needs only basis. PP prices followed a stable to
slightly firmer trend towards the start of the new year.

As the year 2012 ended, producers were taking a firm stance on their prices in order to be
able to open January 2013 with increases.
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3.3. STYRENICS COMMITTEE

Malaysia SM Capacity & Demand (Unit:KMts)
YEAR
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Demand
300
264
308
335
358
355
358
Capacity
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
Balance
-60
-24
-68
-95
-118
-115
-118
Import
Export

135
32

102
37

162
49

160
45

160
42

160
45

160
45

Malaysia Styrenic Derivative Supply & Demand (Unit:KMts)
Derivatives

Producer

PS

Demand
Capacity Idemitsu
Balance
Demand
Capacity Toray
Balance
Demand
Capacity BASF
Balance

ABS

EPS

2008

2009

106
132
26
100
220
120
33
75
42

100
110
10
102
220
118
33
75
42

2010
108
110
2
103
220
117
34
75
41

2011
118
110
-8
105
220
115
34
75
41

2012

2013

2014

120
120
120
110
110
110
-10
-10
-10
107
107
107
220
220
220
113
113
113
34
34
34
SHUT DOWN
41
41
41

PS prices recorded large increases over the course of 2012 and ended the year carrying a
considerable premium over other polymers. Prices began the year on an upward trend before
declining from mid-March to mid-June along with sliding upstream costs. In the final six
months of the year, PS and styrene prices raced to a series of new highs, ending the year
above the record highs witnessed in 2008 when crude oil prices were trading at a record high
of around $147/barrel.

Southeast Asia’s PS market opened the year on a firm note as PS prices rose gradually throughout
January despite complaints of unsupportive demand. Spot styrene prices on an FOB Korea basis
increased by around $50/ton over the first three weeks of the month, helping to maintain upward
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pressure on prices. On a CIF SEA basis, imports gained a cumulative total of $10-90/ton for
GPPS and $50-70/ton for HIPS, with the largest increases seen on the lower ends of the ranges as
sellers gradually lifted their prices throughout the course of the month. Distributors in Thailand
reported seeing fairly good demand as many buyers still needed to restock following the
2011 floods, although players elsewhere in the region generally found demand to be
unsatisfactory. January was a relatively short month as the Chinese New Year holidays, which
took place in the last week of January, kept many buyers away from the market during the second
half of the month.

PS prices opened February on an increasing trend as sellers announced large increases of $4090/ton following the Chinese New Year holidays. Prices leveled off a bit towards the middle of
the month, giving buyers some time to adjust to the new price levels and resulting in reports that
demand was better in February than in January. By the end of the month, however, prices were
back on a rising trend as sellers struggled to keep pace with significant increases in crude oil and
naphtha costs. Spot naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis jumped more than $100/ton over the
month while crude oil prices on the NYMEX gained around $7/barrel and moved back above the
$100/barrel threshold. In plant news, Vietnam’s first PS producer, Vietnam Polystyrene,
began production at its 50,000 tons/year GPPS line in late February and initiated offers to
both the local market and the export market. Local buyers showed interest in material from
the new plant since it was priced competitively relative to other origins while company sources
reported that they were planning to begin exporting to major global markets such as China and
Turkey shortly after initiating deliveries to the local market. On a CIF SEA basis, prices climbed
$20-90/ton for GPPS and by $70-80/ton for HIPS month over month.

PS prices continued to move higher during the first half of March as upstream costs
continued to move higher. Demand was reported to be picking up at the start of the month,
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but additional price increases soon drove buyers back to the sidelines. Producers complained
that their price increases were not yet sufficient to offset the rise in spot styrene costs while
resellers continued to offer below producer price levels in response to lackluster demand. The
market began to change direction around the middle of the month after upstream markets showed
signs of stabilizing and spot styrene prices on an FOB Korea basis retreated almost back to their
early month levels. Sellers also abandoned their early March hikes and ended the month at levels
nearly identical to their initial March prices. However, buyers were sticking to the sidelines as the
month ended in anticipation of seeing further price reductions in April. Vietnam’s new PS
producer, Vietnam Polystyrene, reported seeing good demand from the local market after starting
up their 50,000 tons/year GPPS line in February. Sources reported that Vietnamese buyers were
showing healthy interest in domestic cargoes since they found local prices to be competitive
relative to the prevailing import prices.

Prices continued to soften during the month of April as weaker crude oil and spot naphtha
prices weighed down on sentiment. However, players were reporting a cloudy outlook by
month’s end owing to the fact that spot styrene prices were stable to slightly firmer on the month
while spot benzene prices gained nearly $100/ton, helping to offset the impact of the $50/ton
monthly reduction in spot naphtha prices. Sellers were reluctant to give discounts at the start of
the month, complaining that their margins were still thin even after taking lower energy prices into
account. Price reductions began to be observed in the region’s local markets by the second week
of April and by the third week of the month import sellers had also begun to concede to price
reductions. Demand remained mostly confined to buyers’ immediate needs and buying interest
was further hampered by April holidays in Thailand and Vietnam. Vietnam’s new PS producer
Vietnam Polystyrene continued to report good demand for their materials and was able to lift their
prices to bring their offers closer into line with the general market level. Import HIPS prices
ended the month largely unchanged while import GPPS prices slid $10-55/ton month over month.
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Upstream costs continued to move lower at the start of May, with the beginning of the new
month witnessing a $500/ton drop in spot butadiene prices while spot naphtha prices on a
CFR Japan basis fell below the $1000/ton threshold for the first time since February. Sellers
were initially reluctant to lower their prices, but agreed to significant decreases in the second half
of the month as upstream markets continued to plunge. Spot styrene prices on an FOB Korea
basis ended the month with declines of around $140/ton while spot benzene prices on an FOB
Korea basis plummeted $190/ton on the month. Crude oil prices on the NYMEX were down more
than $10/barrel while spot naphtha prices finished the month $155/ton lower than they had started.
In spite of month over month losses of $60-80/ton for GPPS and $60-75/ton for HIPS, buyers
ended the month on the sidelines expecting to see further price reductions.

Spot prices for naphtha, styrene and crude oil all sank to their lowest levels of the year to
date to open June and buyers remained on the sidelines expecting to see further reductions
in PS prices. Upstream costs continued to slide throughout the first half of the month, pulling PS
prices down with them. By mid-month, import GPPS prices on a CIF SEA basis had fallen $5070/ton below their early June levels while import HIPS prices had fallen $50-80/ton since the start
of the month. Sellers complained that the usual pick-up in demand in the lead up to the Ramadan
holidays was disappointingly modest in 2012. Upstream markets bottomed out around the middle
of the month and began to reverse direction in the last two weeks of June and PS prices followed
in their wake. Although sellers continued to complain of lackluster demand towards the end of the
month, most were said to be mulling over price increases while spot prices had recouped some of
their early month losses to finish June with decreases of $50-60/ton for GPPS and $40-50/ton for
HIPS.

The rally in upstream markets that began towards the end of June gathered strength at the start of
July. Import PS sellers opened the month by seeking price increases of as much as $70-100/ton
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after the first week of July brought a $70/ton jump in spot naphtha prices and a $60/ton increase in
spot styrene markets. Sellers in the region’s local markets were hesitant about lifting their prices
at the start of the month, but had begun to announce increases by the second week as last minute
preparations before the Ramadan holidays lead to some improvement in end product demand.
Sellers struggled to keep pace with the ongoing firming trend in upstream costs, which
remained in place throughout the month, and import prices on a CIF SEA basis ended July
having posted increases of $65-70/ton for GPPS and $40-90/ton for HIPS. Demand remained
healthy during July, although players expressed some concern that the start of the Ramadan
holidays in August would bring about some reduction in purchasing activities.

PS prices continued to rise in August as healthy demand and steadily rising upstream costs
maintained upward pressure on sellers. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis rose $50-60/ton for
GPPS and $60-80/ton for HIPS month over month. Although the Ramadan holidays in late
August kept buyers away from the market for part of the month, players generally
described demand as normal for August and buying interest was said to be improving as the
month closed and buyers faced the need to replenish stocks after the holidays. Upstream,
crude oil prices on the NYMEX rose around $6/barrel over the course of the month while spot
naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis posted increases of around $100/ton and spot styrene prices
rose $40/ton. Supply inside some of the region’s local markets was said to be tight in August as
producers focused on satisfying the last of their backorders before the holidays, limiting the
supply of fresh cargoes.

Resistance from buyers prevented import sellers from attempting any price increases at the
start of September, although local producers in Thailand pushed through some price hikes
at the beginning of the month citing their need to repair their margins.

Local prices

continued to firm up throughout the month in spite of complaints from buyers. Energy prices held
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largely stable during the month although spot styrene prices rose $70/ton on an FOB Korea basis
during September. Import PS prices remained unchanged for the first several weeks of the month
but began to turn upward in the last week of September as sellers insisted on achieving some
increases in the face of steadily rising styrene feedstock costs. On a CIF SEA basis, import GPPS
prices gained $20-50/ton on the month while HIPS rose $10-60/ton, with most of the increases
being witnessed in the final week of the month. As the month ended, sellers commented that they
were planning to implement additional hikes in October to cover their escalating production costs.

Crude oil and naphtha prices were volatile during the month of October, although spot
styrene prices continued to rise even after hitting year-to-date highs in September. PS prices
continued to rise during the month even though buyers steadily complained of their
difficulty coping with stronger raw material costs. By the end of the month, import prices on a
CIF SEA basis had increased by $20-100/ton for GPPS while import prices for HIPS recorded
smaller increases of $20-30/ton. Buyers were hopeful of seeing some discounts towards the end
of October as they believed that sellers would need to concede to some reductions to achieve
better sales. Sellers acknowledged that they were facing problems meeting their sales targets, but
nevertheless said that they could not agree to any price reductions as their margins were not
satisfactory.

The month of November opened with some price decreases due to softening crude oil prices,
which pushed buyers to the sidelines. Sellers complained that they faced great difficulties setting
their pricing policies owing to persistently volatile upstream markets. The market remained
balanced between strong upstream costs and unresponsive demand throughout the first half of
November, but prices began to edge higher again towards the end of November as overseas
producers announced initial December prices with large increases in hopes of repairing their
margins. After following a stable trend for the first three weeks of November, spot styrene
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prices jumped $60/ton during the last week of the month to reach yet another year-to-date
high, forcing sellers to push for higher PS prices. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis were
stable to $20/ton firmer by the end of the month while import HIPS prices were steady to $30/ton
higher.

PS prices witnessed another round of increases in the final month of 2012 owing to stronger
styrene feedstock costs. Spot styrene prices set new year-to-date highs virtually every week
during the month, gaining a total of $80/ton over the course of the month while crude oil and
spot naphtha prices also recorded some month over month increases.

PS producers

announced significant price increases during December in an effort to keep ahead of galloping
spot styrene costs. Although buyers paid gradually higher prices for PS, demand was hampered
since buyers either reduced their purchases or tried to substitute other polymers for PS where
applicable. Many converters in the packaging sector said that they were looking at the
possibility of using PP instead of PS in their production processes. Import prices on a CIF
SEA basis jumped $50-130/ton over the course of the month while HIPS prices rose $30-90/ton
month over month.

PS prices ended 2012 on a strong upward trend, having shattered the record highs originally
reached in 2008 when crude oil prices were trading at a record level of around $147/barrel. After
touching their 2012 lows in the middle of June, spot styrene prices jumped $470/ton over the
course of the next six months, forcing PS sellers to implement successive price increases despite
consistent complaints from buyers. With PS prices ending the year with a strong premium over
prices for other polymers, many buyers were looking into the possibility of substituting other
products for PS as the year ended.

Nevertheless, further increases were anticipated at the

beginning of 2013.
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3.4. PVC COMMITTEE
PVC

2010

2011

2012E

2013F

Capacity
Production
Domestic Demand
Balance
Import
Net Inventory

280
240
165
75
45
120

280
160
193
-33
76
43

280
241
221
20
60
80

130
111
221
110
110
20

(Unit: 1,000MT) Number of producers = 3 (include 1 Paste PVC plant of 30,000MTS Capacity)
VCM:
The only VCM producer in Malaysia with annual rated capacity of 400,000 MTS has ceased
operations at the end of 2012.

The landscape for PVC market in Malaysia and to some extent in South East Asia had
dramatically changed with Petronas exit from VCM & PVC business at the end of 2012.

The vinyl business in PCG comprosed of three plants located in the Kertih Integrated
Petrochemical Complex, Malaysia and in Vung Tau, Vietnam. The vinyl chloride monomer
(VCM) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plants in Kertih were owned by Vinyl Chloride (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd (VCMSB), a wholly owned subsidiary of PCG, while the PVC plant in Vietnam is
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owned by Phu My Plastics and Chemical Company Limited (PMPC), a subsidiary of PCG. As a
consequence to the discontinuation, VCMSB has ceased operations from 1 January 2013 and its
plants will then be decommissioned.
As a result, domestic converters who already started importing more PVC from SEA and NEA
producers in 2011 and 2012 due to overall lower operating rates of Malaysian producers will now
have to find new suppliers. Remaining domestic producers will face more competition in the local
market.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

Demand in 2013 is expected to remain similar to 2012 although the industry will face severe
competitive pressure:

a) Forecast economic growth of 5% - 6% in Malaysia plus the Government’s Transformation
Program and impending General Election is expected to have positive impact on the
petrochemical industry and will further improve PVC demand.

b) The significant margin erosion due to severe price competition and strong Ringgit may force
the industry players to rationalise the PVC industry, to restructure for better cooperation and
benefit of integration to avoid damage to the industry.

c) The turmoil in the Middle East, rising oil prices and Eurozone issue are the significant concern
to the global economy in the year ahead.
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REVIEW OF 2013

According to data from ChemOrbis Price Index, PVC prices on a CIF SEA basis ended the
year 2012 at levels basically unchanged from the start of the year, although considerable
price volatility was seen during the year. Demand in the region was generally said to have
outperformed several other key global markets, especially the nearby China market. Indonesian
players reported seeing strong demand during most months of 2012 and players in Thailand
reported strong demand in the first few months of the year as the country struggled to repair the
damage caused by massive flooding in 2011. Prices rose from the start of January up until early
April before plunging to reach their 2012 lows in June. The market rebounded sharply from July
to September before falling again in October and ultimately leveling off in November. Malaysia’s
Petronas announced towards the end of October that it would exit the vinyls business in January
2013 and would permanently close its 400,000 tons/year VCM plant and 150,000 tons/year PVC
plant in Malaysia.

Petronas’ announcement reshuffled sentiment regarding regional trade

balances, leading many players to predict that Malaysia would shift from a net exporter to a net
importer of PVC in 2013.

The month of January opened on a firm note in Southeast Asia as VCM supplies were
limited and demand from Thailand was strong due to reconstruction needs following the
major floods of 2011. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis opened the year with $20-30/ton hikes
as some Vietnamese and Chinese sellers opened the new year with price increases. Local prices
also opened the month with increases and domestic prices jumped around $32-70/ton immediately
following the start of the new year. Import prices for February shipment were expected to be
announced higher around the middle of the month but prices ended the month largely steady from
the early January levels as the Chinese New Year holidays towards the end of the month limited
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trading activity. Sellers entered the holidays predicting additional price increases upon their
return to the market in February.

Strong upstream costs combined with satisfactory demand pushed prices higher in February. The
month opened quietly on the first week after the Chinese New Year holidays with most players
sticking only to buy and sell ideas. Local offers eventually emerged with $23-50/ton hikes while
import prices on a CIF SEA basis increased $20-30/ton over the course of the month. Upstream,
crude oil futures on the NYMEX jumped nearly $10/barrel while spot naphtha prices gained
around $90/ton and spot VCM prices rose $70/ton. Demand in the region was generally described
as solid, although local prices in Vietnam lost ground late in the month as demand from the
country was relatively slower than other countries in the region. Lackluster demand from the
nearby Chinese market also kept price increases limited as sellers in Southeast Asia were
wary of elevating their prices to the point that Chinese exports would begin to be attracted
to the region.

PVC prices witnessed further increases in March even though upstream costs remained
largely steady month over month. Healthy demand continued to support regional producers,
many of whom reported that they reduced their export allocations in order to divert more
cargoes to their local markets. Indonesian producers reported concluding domestic deals with
increases even larger than their initial monthly hike targets as demand from the country was said
to be particularly strong, while sellers in the Philippines and Malaysia admitted to giving some
discounts before concluding deals as demand in these countries was not quite so strong. Local
prices were initially announced with $23-70/ton increases and most deals were done at or close to
this range. In the import market, PVC prices on a CIF SEA basis gained $50/ton on the high end
during the course of the month, with most of the increases being observed towards the end of
March. Players concluded March holding generally bullish expectations for April as news of a
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number of scheduled VCM shutdowns caused many players to predict another round of increases,
particularly at the lower ends of the price range.

The month of April opened with additional increase announcements from producers but sellers
struggled to push through higher prices in the face of resistance from buyers and import prices on
a CIF SEA basis ended the month down $30/ton on the low end of the range. After conceding to
discounts in the first full week of April owing to disappointing demand, sellers took a firmer
stance on their prices after mid-month owing to the fact that a major Taiwanese producer
announced a $30/ton increase on its May prices in mid-April. Regional demand was said to be
normal, although trading activity was limited by April holidays in Thailand and the Philippines.
Upstream, spot VCM prices rose around $40/ton over the course of the month while spot naphtha
prices dropped around $55/ton. As April drew to a close, players were divided about the May
outlook. An Indonesian producer predicted further increases based on strong construction
activity within the country but players in Thailand and the Philippines forecasted lower
prices for May based on loosening VCM availability and the upcoming rainy season within
the region.

The month of May opened on a firm note as regional producers took advantage of healthy demand
to ask for rollovers to $10-20/ton increases in spite of lower feedstock costs. However, prices
began to slide by the second week of May as disappointing demand from the nearby Chinese
market caused Chinese sellers to offer competitively priced import cargoes to Southeast Asia.
Softening import prices pulled local prices down as well, with an Indonesian producer reporting
that they agreed to $20-30/ton price cuts mid-month despite seeing good demand as they did not
want to lose market share to imports. Price declines deepened as the month wore on and upstream
markets posted steep monthly decreases. Crude oil futures on the NYMEX fell around $15/barrel
while spot naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis plunged around $150/ton. Spot VCM also fell
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around $60/ton during the course of the month. Lower initial import offers for June shipment
from a major Taiwanese producer put additional downward pressure on local prices as the month
drew to its close with import prices on a CIF SEA basis having fallen by around $55-120/ton since
the start of the month.

Demand remained healthy even in the midst of falling prices, but

converters in the pipe sector expressed concern for the summer outlook due to the upcoming rainy
season.

PVC prices witnessed further steep reductions in June as steadily softening upstream costs kept
sellers under constant pressure to lower their prices. Regional producers opened the month with
price cuts of $25-150/ton and cumulative decrease amounts grew steadily larger over the course of
the month. Producers who had announced initial prices with relatively smaller decreases admitted
that they had been expecting to see further cuts as the month wore on after their initial prices
failed to generate buying interest.

Converters generally kept to the sidelines in June in

anticipation of seeing further softening in prices, with buyers complaining towards the end of the
month that they found local prices to be unattractive even after producers had implemented a
series of price cuts throughout the month. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis followed a similar
trend, recording total losses of $110-115/ton on the month as persistently declining feedstock
costs pushed sellers to concede to a series of price reductions. Traders reported that sales were
difficult even after these significant decreases as their customers claimed to be able to find even
more attractive offers in the market. Upstream, crude oil futures on the NYMEX fell another
$11/barrel while spot naphtha prices on a CFR Japan basis slipped $130/ton and spot VCM prices
slid $80/ton on a CFR NE Asia basis.

After two consecutive months of declining prices, the market began to change direction in July on
the back of recovering upstream costs and stronger demand. Although July is normally a slow
month in terms of PVC demand in Southeast Asia, the delayed monsoon season combined
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with the fact that many buyers had delayed purchasing material in June lead to better than
expected buying activity and provided an additional impetus for firmer prices. On a CIF
SEA basis, import prices rose $30-70/ton over the course of the month while local prices showed
signs of changing direction late in month after regional producers had initially offered with $45118/ton decreases. Towards the end of the month, producers in Indonesia and Thailand expressed
their August sell ideas with increases to keep pace with the prevailing trends. Upstream, crude oil
and naphtha prices largely erased the losses recorded in June while spot VCM prices also gained
around $40/ton.

PVC demand remained unseasonably strong in August in spite of the fact that the Ramadan
holidays in late August drove many buyers out of the market towards the end of the month. With
prices steadily escalating throughout the month and players expressing concerns that VCM
supply would tighten in September, many buyers pre-bought cargoes for September, helping
to keep demand firm and resulting in some buyers complaining that they were only able to
secure enough material to satisfy their typical monthly purchasing amounts. Supported by
supply concerns, stronger than expected demand and rising upstream costs, prices posted strong
month over month increases. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis jumped $45-95/ton over the
course of the month while local prices within the region recorded $40-95/ton increases. A
Taiwanese producer announced their initial September prices with $100/ton increases in the
second half of August and similar significant increases were awaited from local producers as the
month drew to its close.

The month of September opened where August left off with prices for both local and import
cargoes moving higher. Local prices shot up by $32-100/ton at the start of the month as regional
producers announced their new monthly prices to their domestic buyers.

Several overseas

producers opened the month by expressing higher sell ideas and adding that they were prepared to
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withhold their offers from the market if buyers proved unwilling to accept their new prices.
Buyers, however, began to show resistance after conceding to two consecutive months of
significant increases and sellers offering at the upper end of the range admitted that their prices
were not attracting much interest from buyers. Local prices were said to be more competitive than
imports in September owing to prompt availability along with the possibility of purchasing in
smaller quantities relative to the import market. The general increasing trend was called into
question in the final week of September as ongoing resistance from buyers and a sudden
downturn in upstream costs caused sellers to abandon the upper end of the price range and
led some players to speculate that the recent rising trend might have reached its peak.
Import prices on a CIF SEA basis inched up $5/ton on the high end but lost $10/ton on the low
end during the course of the month.

Sentiment was uncertain at the start of October as local producers opened the new month with
divergent pricing strategies, with some producers lifting prices by as much as $50/ton while other
producers announced rollovers and one producer even announced a small decrease. By the second
week of the month, sentiment had shifted to a firmly bearish note and many of the sellers who had
announced initial increases for October stepped back on their prices. Southeast Asian demand
remained relatively upbeat compared with other key regional markets, but prices were
nevertheless weighed down by weaker regional trends while buyers scaled back their purchases in
hopes of seeing more attractive prices in the coming month. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis
declined by $40-80/ton over the course of the month. Near the end of the month, Malaysia’s
Petronas announced that it planned to exit the vinyls business by January of 2013, a move
that would reduce Malaysia’s total PVC capacity by around 43%. Petronas subsidiary
Vinyl Chloride Malaysia’s 400,000 tons/year VCM plant and 150,000 tons/year PVC plants
were slated to be closed at the end of the year, prompting speculation that Malaysia might
shift from a net exporter to a net importer of PVC in 2013.
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PVC prices opened the month of November on a bearish note as local producers announced initial
price decreases of $47-98/ton. Sellers began the month expressing their hopes that buyers would
return to the market by December while buyers continued to restrict their purchases in hopes of
steeper discounts. However, the market began to stabilize by the middle of the month as buyers
started returning to the market sooner than expected. Many converters who had minimized or
delayed their purchases in the previous month found themselves short of material and
returned to the market to replenish in greater than usual quantities by mid-November,
encouraging sellers to take a firmer stance on their prices. Although initial import prices were
announced with $20-30/ton decreases near the end of the month, sentiment had turned a corner
and most players were expecting a firmer month in December. Month over month, import prices
on a CIF SEA basis held steady on the low end but firmed up $15/ton on the high end.

In keeping with firming sentiment at the end of November, PVC prices posted increases at the
start of December on the back of concerns about possible tightness in VCM supplies,
especially following the planned closure of Petronas subsidiary Vinyl Chloride Malaysia’s
400,000 tons/year VCM plant at the end of the year. Local prices opened the month with
rollovers to $49/ton increases and even those buyers hoping to be able to negotiate discounts with
their suppliers admitted that they were expecting to pay month over month increases. Initial
January import prices were announced around the middle of December with $50/ton increases
based on tight VCM supplies, with sellers predicting further increases in the weeks ahead.
Stronger import offers for January also put upward pressure on local prices and players ended the
month anticipating a fresh round of increase announcements from local producers at the start of
the coming year. Import prices on a CIF SEA basis rose $40/ton on the low end of the range
during the month while import prices at the upper end of the range held stable.
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At the end of a turbulent year, import prices on a CIF SEA basis were practically back to where
they had begun the year in January. Although demand within the region was reported to be
strong, slower demand from the nearby Chinese market weighed down the market and kept
margins tight, especially as many of Southeast Asia’s PVC producers are non-integrated and
must purchase VCM from the spot market. Malaysia’s Petronas closed its 400,000 tons/year
VCM plant and 150,000 tons/year PVC plant at the end of the year as the company ended its
involvement in the vinyls business, leaving players questioning whether or not Malaysia would
remain a net exporter of PVC heading into 2013. The market was poised for fresh increases to
open 2013.

3.5. SYNTHETIC RUBBER COMMITTEE

INDUSTRY PROFILE

The world's total production of rubber reached 26.09 million tonnes in 2011, an increase of 7.4%
from its previous year at 24.29 million tonnes. Natural rubber accounted for 42.1% of the world's
production of rubber while the remaining 57.9% were made up of synthetic rubber.

Malaysia is currently the world's eleventh largest consumer of rubber and the seventh largest
consumer of natural rubber (NR). The top ten consumers of rubber are namely China, the USA,
Japan, India, Germany, Brazil, Thailand, Russia, the Republic of Korea and Indonesia. In terms of
the consumption of NR, Malaysia is behind China, the USA, India, Japan, Thailand and Indonesia.
Malaysia’s rubber industry is mostly driven by glove, footwear and automotive sectors which
includes tyre and automotive components.
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In addition to Natural Rubber and Latex, Malaysia is also Asia’s fifth largest consumer of
synthetic rubber, after China, Japan, Korea and Thailand. This consumption is mainly driven by
various types of rubbers such as Acrylontrile Butadiene Latex (NBL), Styrene Butadiene Rubber
(SBR),

Butadiene

Rubber

(BR)

and

Ethylene

Propylene

Diene

Rubber

(EPDM).

With the availability of quality raw materials, political stability and good infrastructure, and
support by Research & Development at the Tun Abdul Razak Research Centre (TARRC) and the
Malaysian Rubber Board (MRB), Malaysia is a global player for rubber, supplying the world
market with a wide range of rubber products.

CONSUMPTION
Malaysia’s Rubber Consumption by Type (Tonnes)
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FUTURE OUTLOOK
Malaysia has positioned itself to be the world‘s leading producer and exporter of rubber products.
One of the challenges for the Malaysian rubber industry is to remain competitive against cheaper
products from low-cost producers, particularly the People‘s Republic of China and India, through
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higher productivity and quality. The Malaysian rubber products industry also has to remain
resilient in competing with other natural rubber producing countries such as Thailand and Vietnam,
as these countries also have easy access to readily available raw materials.

However, Malaysian rubber manufacturers and exporters can benefit from the ASEAN-China Free
Trade Agreement, the Malaysia-Pakistan Closer Economic Partnership Agreement, the ASEANKorea Free Trade Agreement, and the Japan-Malaysia Economic Partnership Agreement to gain
new market access in these countries. Intensifying promotional and branding activities, which
include the promotion of a ‘green’ image in the finished products, need to be undertaken to further
strengthen Malaysia‘s position in the global market.

The Malaysian rubber market is expected to be quiet following the wait-and-see attitude of its
market players on the concern of the global economic condition and Eurozone debt crisis as well
as the market direction of both physical and futures markets in the region in the near-term.
However, some of the traders predicted that prices may rebound if there is an improvement in
market confidence, as major producing countries are entering the low-production season.
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3.6. SYNTHETIC FIBER RAW MATERIALS COMMITTEE

Ethylene Glycols [Mono-Ethylene Glycol (MEG), Di-Ethylene Glycol (DEG)] as Synthetic
Fiber Raw Material

The Ethylene Glycols (MEG & DEG) market in Malaysia is expected to be stable until 2016 as
domestic demand growth is expected to be rather limited.

At the moment, Malaysia’s leading EG producer is OPTIMAL GLYCOLS (M) SDN BHD which
produces three main products which are Mono-Ethylene Glycol (MEG), Di-Ethylene Glycol
(DEG) and Re-Distilled Ethylene Oxide (RDO), using world-renowned EOG METEOR
Technology from Dow, the most advanced, efficient and cost competitive technology for the
production of MEG, DEG and high purity EO for derivatives.

Both, MEG (the largest volume product manufactured by OPTIMAL GLYCOLS) and DEG are
sold within Malaysia and to various countries throughout the Asia Pacific region. OPTIMAL’s
production capacity of MEG is 365kTa and is applied in resins for fibers and PET containers or
bottles, antifreeze as well as electronic applications. OPTIMAL’s production capacity for DEG is
20kTa and used in the production of unsaturated polyester resins (used for fiberglass) and brake
fluid formulation.

The EG market growth relies heavily on the polyester demand or supply since it is a key feedstock
together with Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) in this industry. The Asia market however, is
projected to have immense potential on the EG growth and consumption.

Based on global market analysis, the world Polyester demand is expected to increase at 6.5% 7.5% over the next two years supported by the increasing numbers of new Polyester capacities
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coming on stream in the coming few years. This rapid growth in the Polyester demand will likely
be supported by new EG capacities announced in China, India and Middle East.

In terms of new MEG capacities in Malaysia, Petronas Chemicals Group (PCG) has recently
announced their new refinery and petrochemical project, RAPID (Refinery and Petrochemicals
Integrated Development) located in Pengerang, Johor, Malaysia and the project is due to
commence by middle of this year. EG is most likely one of the potential products which may be
produced by RAPID.

In Southeast Asia, market activity was heard to be thin as buyers were cautious, and was
monitoring the Chinese market closely. Market sentiment remained bearish as at the first quarter
of 2013, as inventory is still brimming in the China’s eastern ports.

Malaysia Ethylene Glycols Application by Industry
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Malaysia Ethylene Glycols Supply and Demand

Source: Malaysian Rubber Board
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3.7. CHEMICALS COMMITTEE

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

Enhancing the country’s capacity for diversified export products the chemical industry comprises
agricultural chemicals, industrial gases, inorganic chemicals, paints, soap and
detergent, cosmetics and toiletries and other chemical products sub-sectors. The investment trend
for 2012 shows a potential expansion of product capacity for supplying domestic and export
markets. A total of 53 projects with investments of RM5.1 billion
were approved during the year, of which 94 per cent (RM4.7 billion) were derived from foreign
sources. The projects approved are expected to generate new job opportunities for 1,521 persons.

Significant foreign-owned projects approved in 2012 include an expansion project for the
production of polycrystalline silicon in Sarawak (RM2.7 billion) to support the solar cluster in
Malaysia as well as a new project to produce L-Methionine, ammonium sulfate, ammonium
acetate, single cell protein and liquid fertilizer (RM1.2 billion). There was also a significant
expansionary investment into a foreign-owned project to produce titanium dioxide pigments,
ferrous sulphate, ferric sulphate and white gypsum in Terengganu (RM275 million). This project
will support the paint, fertiliser and printing ink industries.

Other major investments include a new foreign-owned project to produce polymer- based wire
enamels, impregnating varnishes, potting and casting materials (RM105 million)

as well as an expansion project for the production of coated and uncoated calcium carbonate
(RM53.4 million) which will provide huge support for the construction and oil and gas industries.
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Another expansion project by a locally-owned company to produce granulated compound
fertilizers (RM42.4 million) will support the country’s agricultural sector.

PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

The petroleum and petro- chemical industry is an important sector in Malaysia and comprises
three sub-sectors: natural gas, petroleum products and petrochemicals. The increasing number of
petrochemical plants producing various types of petrochemical products has transformed the
country from a net importer to an exporter of major petrochemical products.

The projects approved in 2012 illustrates the rapid development of the petrochemical industry in
Malaysia due to the availability of oil and gas as feedstock, a well-developed infrastructure, strong
supporting services, the country’s cost competitiveness as well as its strategic location within Asia
and close proximity to major international markets.

A total of 14 projects valued at RM6 billion were approved in 2012, of which almost 80 per cent
were from local investors. The projects approved will potentially provide employment for 1,274
persons. Among the major projects approved were a new project by a Malaysian- owned company
to produce ammonia and granular urea in Sabah. This project will optimise the value of the oil and
gas resources found offshore in the state of Sabah, and is expected to develop and grow the
industrial area in Sipitang as well as support the agricultural NKEA of Malaysia’s ETP. The
project is valued at RM4.5 billion.

Another major project is in Terengganu, where a foreign-owned company proposes to produce
methyl

mercaptan,

dimethyl

disulfide,

n-dodecylmercaptan,

ethyl

mercaptan

and
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tetrahydrothiophene. Valued at RM795 million, this project will support the production of a biomethionine plant that produces bio-amino acid for animal feed in the state.

In Johor, a foreign-owned company is investing RM371 million into a project to make of
polybutadiene, which is widely used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber goods such
as tyres, shoes and other products based on polystyrene.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0.

Malaysian Petrochemicals Association (MPA)

4.1. BACKGROUND

The Malaysian Petrochemicals Association (MPA) was officially formed on March 19, 1997 and
it is a formal association registered with the Registrar of Societies, Malaysia. MPA has 25
members engaged in the manufacture and trading of petrochemicals and plastic resins.

The main objectives of MPA are as follows:
To provide a forum to discuss and resolve common problems of the petrochemical
industry.
To provide a focal point for the petrochemical industry to liase with the public and
government and to make recommendations on relevant issues.
To advance the philosophy of Responsible Care, its implementation and compliance
throughout the industry.
To represent the petrochemical industry within Malaysia to interface with similar groups
on international basis.
To compile and disseminate information of common concerns and provide facilities for
consultation and exchange of views between members.
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4.2. MPA MEMBERS

1. Ancom Kimia Sdn Berhad
2. Aurora Tankers Sdn Bhd
3. BASF (M) Sdn Bhd
4. BASF PETRONAS Chemicals Sdn Bhd
5. BP PETRONAS Acetyls Sdn Bhd
6. Chiyoda Malaysia Sdn Bhd
7. Dow Chemical Malaysia Sdn Bhd
8. Du Pont Malaysia Sdn Bhd
9. Foster Wheeler (M) Sdn Bhd
10. Idemitsu Chemicals (M) Sdn Bhd
11. Industrial Resins (M) Berhad
12. Lotte Chemical Titan (M) Sdn Bhd
13. Lurgi Malaysia Sdn Bhd

14. Malayan Electro-Chemical Industry Co Sdn Bhd
15. Optimal Group of Companies
16. Petlin (M) Sdn Bhd
17. Petrochemicals (M) Sdn Bhd
18. Petroliam Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS)
19. PETRONAS Chemicals Ethylene Sdn Bhd
20. PETRONAS Chemicals MTBE Sdn Bhd
21. Petrotechnical Inspection (M) Sdn Bhd
22. Sinar Berlian Sdn Bhd
23. Technip Geoproduction (M) Sdn Bhd
24. Toray Plastics (M) Sdn Bhd
25. Toyo Engineering Corporation
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4.3. MPA COUNCIL
The following members were elected into the MPA Council for the 2012 – 2013 term:President:

Encik Yusa’ Hassan
PETRONAS Chemicals Group Berhad

Vice President:

Mr Cheong Peng Khuan
Lotte Chemical Titan (M) Sdn. Bhd.

Honorary Secretary:

En Abdul Mazlan Abdul Razak
Petlin (M) Sdn Bhd

Honorary Treasurer:

Dr Joachim Alexander Queisser
BASF PETRONAS Chemicals Sdn Bhd

Council Members:

Mr Teo Hock Siong
Industrial Resins (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Mr Yasuhiro Hirano
Idemitsu Chemicals (M) Sdn Bhd
Mr Lim Boon Hoe
Petrochemicals (M) Sdn Bhd
Mr Akihiko Ishimura
Toray Plastics (M) Sdn Bhd

Chairman:
MPA Plastic Resins
Producers’ Group
Advisors:

En Norehsan bin Mahmud
PETRONAS Chemicals Ethylene Sdn Bhd
Dato’ Tengku Mahamad Tengku Mahamut
Mr Tan Chai Puan

4.4. MPA SECRETARIAT
Malaysian Petrochemicals Association (MPA)
Wisma FMM, No. 3, Persiaran Dagang, PJU 9,
Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur
Telephone: 03-62867200 Fax: 03-62776714 E-mail: mpa@fmm.org.my
Website: www.mpa.org.my
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